
Lean 2.0 
The Synergies of Lean Manufacturing and Industry 4.0



Lean manufacturing environments 
are poised to gain the most with 
advanced Industry 4.0 technolo-
gies. After decades of the Lean vs 
MRP wars and differing opinions on 
technology’s role in shop floor con-
trol, the new era of manufacturing 
intelligence is changing the game 
for both. Industry 4.0 technologies 
are changing manufacturing forever 
and are particularly effective in those 
factories that have historically been 
suspicious.

Lean vs. Automation
The term “lean manufacturing” originated in 1988 with John F. Krafcik’s Triumph of the 
Lean Production System. 

If you read nothing else of his master thesis, read the first page as I believe you’ll find it 
very illuminating. In the very beginning, you’ll see the origins of the cultural divide between 
lean manufacturing and systemic automation.

In his opening, Krafcik states “We have found overwhelming evidence that high technology 
is often not the solution to poor manufacturing performance…”; and while lean manufac-
turing doesn’t necessarily reject all technology, it has always been suspicious of its ultimate 
value, and rightfully so.

This was 1988, the explosive growth in the use of MRP was 10 years old, and Oliver Wight’s 
MRP II was incorporating elements of higher-levels of S&OP business planning. Simultane-
ously, the industrial robot became a multi-billion dollar industry. The factory was changing 
because of the elements of physical automation and the addition of sophisticated software 
systems. But in the same decade, simpler concepts of lean manufacturing started to be-
come popular. The battle lines between lean and automation were initiated and continue 
today.

Krafcik didn’t invent the concepts of lean manufacturing. Elements of the modern lean phi-
losophy originated hundreds of years ago in conservation doctrine, and then in the stan-
dardized work methods of Frederick Taylor in the 1890’s, the continuous flow (production 
line) of Henry Ford, and most famously the Toyota Production System (TPS) which focused 
on just-in-time, right sizing equipment/process, and reduction of waste (muda).

Lean originated as an alternative manufacturing philosophy that contrasted the large 
capital investment and automation of western industry with more agile methodologies that 
better served other economic realities. These origins forged the attitudes about automation 
and its role in lean environments where the visual management of the production process 
is often at odds with technology.



Strengths and Weaknesses
Lean manufacturing has always been primarily about production execution. Elements of 
integration with higher level business planning are often missing in the production process. 
Preferring simple process controls, many times only visual, these environments lack the ro-
bust production information of more automated factories and have difficulty accessing data 
for sophisticated analysis.

On the other end of the production spectrum is a highly structured factory that is batch 
oriented, strives for velocity and the lowest production piece costs. These operations are 
algorithmically driven with software systems that integrate both business planning and ex-
ecution. Automated technologies control manufacturing behavior based on proxy planning 
structures such as the engineering data of BOM’s, routings, current inventory, run rates, 
and production reports, etc. The lack of data volume is typically not an issue for these op-
erations, but problems with accuracy, timeliness, and visibility can lead to misdirection and 
isolation from the realities of the factory floor.

The divide between lean manufacturing and the industrial factory’s software systems can 
most simply be characterized as flexibility vs automation. Historically, there’s a negative 
correlation in automated factories. As automation increases, flexibility decreases. The in-
verse is true for lean operations in that the goal of flexibility has limited investments in the 
rigidity of automation. Specialized machines and setups can maximize throughput and min-
imize costs, but also create complexity in scheduling and matching production capability to 
changing demand. Automation of all kinds brings organizational overhead to implement 
and maintain. New skills must be developed, and additional tasks to maintain automation 
detract from some of the value that they bring. This is perhaps the biggest philosophical 
difference between factory automation and lean manufacturing….in that many technolo-
gies can become a barrier to the visual management ideals of lean.
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Problems with Lean
A company’s manufacturing philosophy provides no immunity to 
the recent changes in the marketplace. Customers want more cus-
tomization, connectivity, quality, and value. In many ways, these 
market dynamics play directly to the strengths of lean manufactur-
ing. But many lean operations lack the analytical data from the val-
ue chain and the production process. The complexity of operations 
and data management are challenging, and many lean operations 
are having difficulty with these competitive pressures.

The lean company’s disposition is to eschew investments in tech-
nology when other techniques can make improvements. The 
popularity of lean manufacturing has grown over the past four 
decades, with 69.7% of North American manufactures reporting 
that they deploy elements of lean manufacturing, according to a 
2010 Compensation Data Manufacturing survey. Without question, 
lean manufacturing has had much success in the refinement of 
production process over years of Kaizen. But market pressures are 
demanding even more agility and cost reduction. The skilled labor 
force has gotten more constrained and lean companies are begin-
ning to look to smart factory solutions and enterprise digital trans-
formation to support their continuous improvement efforts.

Enter Industry 4.0
Differing business environments lend themselves to differing 
manufacturing models, with lots of grey area in the middle. But a 
new era in manufacturing is here. New physical and computational 
capabilities have the potential to deliver the manufacturing ben-
efits of a highly agile and a highly automated factory, simultane-
ously. The synergies of lean and smart manufacturing can bring 
the best of both worlds together, and can be leveraged to increase 
value-chain speed and production efficiency. The advanced tech-
nologies of industry 4.0 compliment lean manufacturing. The 
streaming sensor data, artificial intelligence, and advanced analyt-
ics enhance visual management in ways that do not interfere with 
the work.

Now lean companies can implement automation tools that elevate 
their operations without impacting the Zen like state of floor oper-
ations. Industry 4.0 technologies are different from all preceding 
technology in that they don’t rely on the proxy relationships of 
production planning and execution. Streaming sensor data, and 
our ability analyze real physical activity in real-time doesn’t com-
promise our visual control, but only enhances. Now the physical 
world and the digital world are merged.



The fundamental tenant of lean manufacturing is continuous improvement and digital tech-
nologies provide the data for monitoring and identifying root causes within the value-chain. 
Now we can connect product and machine sensors that generate data in real-time and enable 
software analytics that gives managers process improvement insights, and predict failures 
before they occur.

Now lean factories can collect production data for man, machine, and material without the 
overhead required for BOM explosions, work order reports, and all the administrative tasks 
that are required for the capture of this data in traditional MRP environments.

Lean environments can have their “cake and eat it too” by utilizing the production and asset 
IoT to monitor activity.  They can use AI to enable x-ray visual management by identifying 
non-intuitive (non-visual) root causes for labor, machine, and material defects.  Within Ora-
cle’s SaaS manufacturing offerings is a suite of applications that customers are finding very 
valuable regardless of structure of their existing planning and executions systems. Industry 
4.0 tools such as Oracle IoT Production Monitoring, the advanced analytics of Oracle Adap-
tive Intelligence for Supply Chain and Manufacturing, and the blockchain enabled digital sup-
ply chain with Oracle Intelligent Track and Trace are modern applications that can be applied 
to any environment.



There are five major dynamics of lean manufacturing 
and industry 4.0 that directly align:

Value-chain Visibility
The hyper connectedness of Industry 4.0 enables data-based decisions that illuminates complex inter-relationships 
and supports continuous improvement.

Customer Centricity
An inward challenge in reducing waste in many lean operations is to ask if a customer values an activity. Digital tech-
nologies enable manufacturers to interact with the customer throughout the complete customer journey. Collecting 
and analyzing data from digital market channels informs what the customer desires and enables close interaction 
through the order conversion process. This helps to smooth out demand and the balance of production.

Continuous Improvement
A primary tenant in lean manufacturing is the constant improvement of process and product, primarily driven by 
classic waste categorization. Advanced technologies bring new capabilities to Kaizen efforts. Most transformative 
improvements involve multi-variate problems that are often separated by time and space. Today’s analytical tools 
identify non-intuitive correlation and root cause to these complicated problems. The simulation and monitoring 
capabilities of the digital twin enables the assessment of manufacturing changes, without physically making them. 
Data input from product usage helps create the classic PDCA feedback loop.

Agility
The basic structure of lean manufacturing is to be demand driven where the customer directly generates the pull 
queues for production. This encourages a customer first culture and orients the organization to be reactive to chang-
es in demand. Industry 4.0 promises to take agility to the next level with decentralization of production, manufactur-
ing and customer co-location, and simplified and autonomous work that has integral and self-guided instructions. 
The flexibility of the one-piece mantra and the single minute exchange of dies (SMED) are a key element of lean effi-
ciency. These concepts have powerful implications for the physical structure of production lines. These same physical 
production processes are quickly becoming digitized with additive manufacturing and self-directed part control that 
will be performed by machines. Changing the lean single minute concept to instantaneous changeover will create 
maximum agility.

Data-Driven
Many lean manufacturers manage operations by the Six Sigma process and focus on process control and improve-
ment through statistical methods. This analytical approach creates data-driven decision making. Digital technology 
super-sizes the importance of data collection and ability to identify correlated and causal conditions in the manufac-
turing process. The new digital lean environment will be more data-driven than ever.

Synergy
There’s another way that we can have our cake and eat it too. The cultural identity and philoso-
phy of lean manufacturing is very compatible with the requirements of digital transformation. 
The ability to reflect on current processes, and continuously make improvements that ultimately 
deliver value to the customer is at the very heart of the business value of digital transformation. 
Leveraging technology to more directly connect and respond to the customer, more tightly inte-
grating suppliers to reduce costs, and raising the quality of production is what Industry 4.0 is all 
about.
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But There’s More
Industry 4.0 is not only compatible with lean manufacturing, it is practically a direct evolution 
as industry 4.0 enhances the basic tenants of the lean philosophy. Industry 4.0 is a continu-
ation of lean techniques that reinforces the value-added stream, and delivers on additional 
capabilities that are not present in most lean environments.

Unlike traditional MRP execution systems, industry 4.0 combines the physical world and the 
digital world, in real-time. New process capabilities are revealed when digital twins can be 
monitored and used to simulate production, the parts themselves control manufacturing, and 
a hyper connected factory floor can see and control man, machine, method, measurement, 
material, and even mother nature in real-time.

Advanced analytics are driven by data, which is the Achilles heel of lean manufacturing. 
Avoiding complex control and execution software systems, lean companies often lack exe-
cution data. Industry 4.0 technologies overcome this by collecting data at the point of exe-
cution. Visual management and administrative production reporting are no longer mutually 
exclusive.

This real-time, omnipotent intelligence creates the ultimate platform for the break-down of 
work for flexibility and productivity, thereby balancing and optimizing production by com-
municating part to part…forming the ultimate Kanban system. The addition of industry 4.0 
technologies will lead to manufacturing that is leaner than ever.

Lean manufactures can partner with a company that understands their unique requirements 
and culture. Oracle has the industry’s most comprehensive and integrated cloud portfolio, 
and a track record of helping manufacturers develop industry 4.0 strategies to increase agility 
and accelerate innovation. 

Oracle is committed to helping you succeed. We invite you to contact us to discuss your re-
quirements and learn more about how Oracle can support your digital transformation strate-
gies. 

To learn more about Oracle Cloud  
for manufacturing, visit oracle.com/manufacturing 

http://www.oracle.com/manufacturing 
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